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Abstract:- As the progress of deep submicron technology, embedded memory grows greatly in the System-onChip design. An efficient test method with relatively low cost is required for mass production process.
Programmable Built-In Self-Test (P-MBIST) solution provides a certain degree of flexibility with reasonable
hardware cost, based on the customized controller/processor. In this work, we propose a hardware sharing
architecture for P-MBIST design. Through sharing the common address generator and controller, the area
overhead of P-MBIST circuit can be significantly reduced. Higher testing speed can be achieved by inserting
two pipeline stages. Finally, the proposed P-MBIST circuit can be automatically generated from the userdefined configuration file.
Keywords:- Memory, Instructions, Controller, Pipelining, P-MBIST, etc.,
I.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing design complexity in modern SOC design, many memory instances with different
sizes and types would be included. To test all of the memory with relatively low cost becomes an important
issue. Providing user-defined pattern for screening out various manufacturing defects is also a major demand.
To ease the tradeoff between the hardware cost and test flexibility, Programmable Built-In Self-Test (P-MBIST)
method is an opening approach to complete the memory testing under these circumstances.
Many researchers have been focused on P-MBIST design [1-5]. Processor-based architecture provides
high test flexibility, but it increases the test development costs while applying to various processor family [1-2].
To lower the design cost, a customized processor and instruction have been developed [3]. It uses program
memory to store the test program. To further reduce the hardware cost, the instruction can be serially input and
saved in one internal register by adopting simple controller [4-5]. However, the issue for multi-instance
testing in parallel is not discussed [6].
In this work, we propose a hardware sharing architecture to test the memory with same type in
parallelism. The proposed method uses only one address counter to generate the required address for Marchbased algorithm, including row scan and column scan. The controller can be applied to different memory types
with the same read/write cycle. Higher testing speed can be achieved by inserting two pipeline stages. Finally, the
proposed P-MBIST engine can be automatically generated from the user-defined configuration file. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief concept of the March-based algorithm. In Section 3, the proposed
architecture and the detailed component design will be addressed. The pipeline design issue is also discussed.
Section 4 describes the automation flow of the overall P-MBIST engine. The implementation result and the
relative comparison are presented in Section 5. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 6.

II.

SUPPORTED TESTING ALGORITHMS

Many efficient testing algorithms have been proposed to detect different fault models [7-8]. However,
to implement various testing algorithms in the same P-BIST design would require high area cost. Thus, the
selection of test algorithm families should be carefully considered. March-based algorithm is an important class to
detect a large variety of faults [8]. A March test consists of a finite sequence of March elements. Each element
performs a series of "reading" and "writing" operations to all memory cells. The addressing order of each
element is executed in ascending (), descending (), or either () way. As a test example described in Fig. 1, it
contains three March elements. The first element performs writing 0 to each memory cell in either addressing
order. The second element performs two operations to each address in ascending order. Finally, the third element
reads all the address in descending order. The complexity order is noted to 4N, where N is the number of memory
addresses.
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Beside, based on the March-based test sequence, the dynamic faults can be tested by repeatly
performing the same operation in the same memory cell [9].To efficiently implement March-based
algorithm, we define the corresponding instruction for P-MBIST architecture. The advantage is that one can
program the instruction to modify the testing algorithm during run time. In our shared architecture, only one
address generator is required for testing all memory. Also, different memory types with the same read/write
cycle can share the same controller. In the following section, we will discuss the overall architecture and its
detailed component design. The pipeline design issue will be also addressed.

III.

PROPOSED PMBIST ARCHITECTURE

To support flexible March elements and diagnostic procedures, the proposed P-MBIST provides the
following features :( 1)different data background,(2) programmable March-based element,(3) column-scan
addressing mode,(4) capturing the address, syndrome and state of failures,(5) parallel and sequential test, (6)pipeline
mode for higher test speed. TABLE I lists the detailed programmable items of instructions. The folded and inverted
bits can invert the data_bg while the switching of the specified address bit. By setting the data_bg to 0 and
configuring both folded and inverted bits to 1, the checkerboard pattern can be generated. Column-scan addressing
can be controlled by cs_sel. Finally each March operation description uses three bits, EOC, R/W, and polarity, to
define the operation. Fig 2 gives an instruction example of performing three operations in a March element. By
setting up the diagnosis bit to 1, the failure information will be dumped out while detecting, them is matching
memory output.
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Fig 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed P-MBIST design, firstly the instruction is serially shifted
into instruction_read module. To reduce the hardware costs, the address counter is shared to test all memory
instances. Moreover the decoder block can support different memory type testing without increasing any state (i. e
each memory has the same read/write cycle). The memory in the same type can be grouped and tested in either
sequential or parallel way. The supported memory types include single/dual two-port SRAM, one/two-port register
file and ROM. Finally according to the user-define configuration file the proposed P-MBIST engine can be
automatically generated from the developed software program.

A. Address Generator
To share the common address generator, it is a simple way to choose an address counter with the largest
address bit among all the under-tested memory instances. As shown in Fig. 4, the low-bit of address counter can
be used to indicate the low-address memory instance, by properly controlling the chip-select signal for each
memory instance.

As for the column-scan mode, the address counter is not just ascending by 1. TABLE II provides an
example, which defines the column Mux to 4 and the maximum address to 11. In TABLE II, the 1st column shows
the address counter output for row scan (i.e. ascending by 1). The 2nd column gives the address for column scan
(i.e. ascending by 4). To share the row-scan and column-scan adder, we use the up-scramble to adjust the added bit
for column-scan mode. As shown in the 3rd column, the low bit of A[1:0] is shifted to the position of most
significant bit, which means the row adder can directly apply to the A[2] bit. Similarly, after the process of downscrambler, the column-scan address for ascending by 4 can be generated. By adding two scramble blocks, the row
adder can support the column addressing. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of address generator for row-scan and
column-scan modes.
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To continuously perform the operation to each address in column-scan way, it encounters two special
cases due to overflow of address-up/down counting. TABLE III lists an example for 8-bit addressing, where the
column Mux is 4 and the maximal address is 199. In the up-counting case, if the column-scan addressing exceeds
the maximum address, the word-line address is reset to 0 and the bit-line address is switched to the next column
cell. For the down-counting case, the maximum word-line address should be st to hi-bit part to deal with the
overflow case. The overall block diagram of address generator is shown in Fig. 6. The path of column scan and
row scan are highlighted. Finally , by the control signals, fail_h and EOC, address counter is held while dumping
failure data (i.e. fail_h) and executed continuous operations in the same March element (i.e. EOC). A built-in lookup table is required to store the maximal address and column MUX number of all under-tested memories.
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B. Timing diagram and controller design
Fig. 7 shows the general input and output timing diagram. Firstly, users should define the testing group
(i.e. gp_sel) and specify the parallel or sequential test (i.e. ps_sel) for the chosen group. Then, the instruction is
serially input from the signal, scan_in, while ins_se is enabled. After executing the current instruction, tst_done
will go high and the next instruction can be read and so on.

Fig. 8 shows a simplified controller supporting 3 continuous March operations. Firstly, the external
signal, rst_1, triggers the state and gets into wait state. Once the complete instruction has been input, it will go to
March1 state. If the diagnosis mode is turned-on and the fault address is detected, the state will be held until all the
failure information has been dumped out. Otherwise, there is no stall cycle while performing each March element.
C. Pipeline design issue

For higher testing speed, address generator is a critical path because of the long delay of adder and
comparator. To enhance the operating frequency, two pipeline stages are inserted to the address generator. The
first stage is used to put to the bus of “inc_A” and the second stage is placed to the “Over_flow_CS” signal (i.e.
refer to the potential pipeline stage in fir. 6). Fig. 9 illustrates the timing relation between pipelining address
generator and two inserted pipeline states, pipe_state1 and pipe_state2. First, the register, inc_A_reg, is determined
after one delay cycle of addr_reg. Afterward, Over_flow_CS_reg can be determined and the addr_reg can be
further determined. Based on this design method, the operating frequency could achieve high testing-speed case
for typical memory application (i.e. 0.13micro meter with 14-bit adder at 500MHz).
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IV.
AUTOMATION FLOW OF P-MBIST
For the automation flow, we use Tool Command Language (TCL) to develop a software program, which
can generate the P-BIST design, according to the user-defined configuration file. As shown in TABLE IV, one can
define the numbers of groups, numbers of March elements, pipeline mode, and numbers of memory instances in
each group. The detailed memory information should be also provided. As described in TABLE V, it gives the
detailed information of the first instance in group TP0. Based on this configuration file, 2-bit address counter and
8-bit data_bg are generated. Three March operations can be programmed. The address counter and controller can
be shared to different groups, to reduce the hardware overhead.

V. COMPARISONS

V.

COMPARISIONS

To evaluate the proposed P-MBIST architecture, we compare the proposed P-MBIST with Mentor’s
benchmark under the same condition. TABLE VI describes the cell area condition; it uses two individual
controllers to support parallel and sequential testing. Moreover, the MBIST cannot support different memory types
by using the same controller. Thus, it requires individual BIST circuit for each memory type.
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Compared with the proposed architecture, we use the same address counter for all memory instances and
share the controller for each group. As shown in TABLE VII, the proposed P-MBIST circuit uses 1582 gates for
testing two single-port instances. While extending to three groups with different memory types, it requires
additional 374 gates. Furthermore, to support ROM testing with Multi Input Shift Register (MISR) algorithm, it
increases 403 gate counts. By applying the proposed hardware sharing method, it can significantly reduce the
hardware cost.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose an efficient architecture for P-MBIST circuit. Based on the proposed hardware
sharing method, we use the common address counter to provide all memory instances, including row and column
scan addressing mode. Moreover, the controller can be extended to different memory types in the same read/write
cycle condition, without increasing any state. Thus, the hardware cost can be greatly reduced. Finally the proposed
P-MBIST circuit can be generated from the user defined configuration file.
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